
Prairie Wolf

Model: Audi Steppenwolf
Category:  On/Off-roader
Price: N/A
Insurance Group: N/A
Engine: 3.2 litre petrol
Top Speed: 140+ mph
Performance:0-62 Under 8 seconds
Power: 225bhp
M.P.G.: N/A
On Sale: Production decision yet to be made.

Up to now, depending on your age and interests, the name Steppenwolf is likely to have
meant a novel by the German writer Herman Hesse or a late-60s/70s rock band (still touring
even as I write!).

Audi is about to change that with the latest project car: the 'Steppenwolf'.

Experts in the field of four-wheel drive -- having built a million quattros -- Audi's permanent
four-wheel drives turned the world of rallying on its head in the 80s, and recently the company
have taken all-wheel drive off-road again with the successful launch of the Audi allroad
quattro.

First revealed at last year's Paris Show, the aptly named Steppenwolf is a true 'prairie' wolf. It
can accelerate to 62mph in under eight seconds and is capable of a top speed in excess of
140mph -- but here that quattro expertise is married to some clever suspension technology to
take that growl out over some of the roughest terrain.

A four level height adjustable, computer controlled air suspension system will give up to
235mm (approx 9.25 inches) of ground clearance for scrambling over the lumps and bumps,
or drop to 163mm (approx 6.5 inches) for refined tarmac handling.

Talking of refinement, the Steppenwolf has a bag of Audi electronic tricks to give it good road
manners: an electronically controlled clutch and Electronic Differential Lock ensure the
traction goes where it's needed and Electronic Stability Programme gives control at critical
times.

The engine is an all new 3.2 litre V6 unit which is transversely mounted and  develops 225bhp
and 320Nm of torque.

The Audi engineers have also been busy with a novel roof design, with a soft top option for
enjoying life on the open road or a snug carbon fibre replacement for keeping winter on the
steppes out.

Audi has a good record of bringing its concepts to market -- with the TT, A2 and allroad
quattro all having started off as design studies. And unlike many concept vehicles, the
Steppenwolf actually does work -- more of a running prototype than a concept.

So you could soon be slipping a Steppenwolf CD into the stereo, tucking the Hesse novel in
the glove compartment and taking off for a weekend almost anywhere. This particular Audi
certainly won't mind where it goes.



Quick Czech

Model: Skoda Octavia RS
Category:  Sports Saloon
Price: £15,100
Insurance Group: N/A
Engine: 1.8 litre turbo
Top Speed: 146 mph
Performance:0-62 N/A
Power: 180 bhp
M.P.G.: N/A

Guiding the destiny of a company will forever remain a mystery to most of us and, lets face it,
it does so even to some of those responsible for deciding the fate of famous namesÉ just ask
Gerald Ratner or the current bosses at Marks & Sparks.

But for many marketing students one success story which is bound to be analysed in the
closest detail will be the turnaround in the fortunes of a certain Czech carmaker.

With large, but careful, investment in producing a well-built product, plus enormous self-
awareness and humour at its own expense in the advertising, Skoda have moved from being
a joke to laughing all the way to the bank.

And next month sees another milestone in the rise and rise of the Skoda brand, with their
fastest and most powerful road-going car to date going on sale.

Capitalising on the success of the Octavia WRC rally car, the Octavia RS is set to challenge
the opposition in the sports saloon sector: models such as the Peugeot 406 SRi, Subaru
Impreza 2.0, and even its stablemate the Golf GTi.

Styling touches are designed to make these sport saloons look the part with larger intakes,
spoiler and alloys, combined with sports seats, and leather touches added to gear shift,
handbrake and steering wheel. But its in the engineering and the mechanical department that
the job is really done.

The 1.8 litre 20-valve engine is turbocharged to produce 180bhp, and combined with the
lowered, stiffened suspension and low drag figure of 0.29 will give a top speed of 146 mph.
Acceleration and torque are also good. Electronic driving support is provided by ABS and
EBS (electronic brake force distribution) and anti-spin regulation (ASR).

By definition, while combining more power and better handling, sports saloons should also
retain the practicality of their humbler siblings, and the Octavia RS remains a practical 5-
seater with good standard equipment levels including climate control and radio cassette with
six CD changer.

Skoda is a brand on the moveÉ not long ago owning the fastest production Skoda would
probably just mean beating a Trabant at the lights, now it means the stylish, quick Octavia RS
and nearly 150 mph. From cart to cult in a few short years, and we can only foresee that this
will add to the reputation.



'Thinking' Citroen

Model: Citroen C5
Category:  Family Hatchback
Price: £14,580 - £23,890
Insurance Group: N/A
Engine: 1.8, 2.0 and 3.0  litre petrol, 2.0 and 2.2 litre diesel
Top Speed: 
Performance: 0-62
Power: 110PS (2.0Hdi LX) - 210PS (3.0 V6)
M.P.G.: 50.4 (2.0Hdi LX) - 27.7 (3.0 V6)

Having spent the last few years looking through the Scrabble set for names containing an 'X',
Citroen have returned to former times with a numbering system for their new models. The
smaller C3 and the executive C6 concepts are both planned to be put into production, so it's
somewhat of a shame then that the first of the new models has been lumbered with a tag
which in these islands does nothing to enhance the technological image Citroen wants us to
have of their C5.

The French carmaker says that the C5 is the most technologically advanced and refined car
it's ever produced and one which is launching into an important, and highly competitive,
business sector: replacing the Xantia, the C5 is up against the likes of the Mondeo, Passat
and Laguna.

Based on the PSA Group's brand new 'Platform 3', the C5 has been designed with interior
space in mind. It is taller, wider, and longer than the outgoing Xantia, and a virtually flat floor
in the rear enhances the spacious feel. The high roof allows the driving position to be slightly
elevated and at the back the look of a large saloon cleverly conceals the convenience of a
hatchback.

Ever ones for novel thinking particularly when it comes to suspension, the latest incarnation is
the Hydractive 3 system. Computer controlled, this automatically drops the ride height for
motorway cruising, while increasing it for poor road surfacesÉ will it spot a pothole though?

The Citroen C5's most obvious feature though is the host of electronic wizardry and how
useful you find all this will depend very much on your taste for gizmos. Low tyre pressure
warnings and parking sensors seem eminently sensible, and the 'auto-find' facility when
you've lost the C5 in a multi-story might be handy, even sun-sensitive air-conditioning, light-
sensitive lights and rain-sensitive wipers might be usefulÉ but as my mum always says "it's
just something else to go wrong". Luckily Citroen has built the C5 with 'multiplex' wiring which
should mean that the odd electrical problem shouldn't bring the whole thing to a shuddering
standstill.

Technology has also been used to effect under the bonnet with the Citroen debut of three
powerplants: a 2.2 litre direct injection diesel with particulate filter, a 2.0 litre direct injection
petrol engine for excellent economy and a revised 2.0 V6 for fast, relaxed cruising. Citroen's
proven 1.8 and 2.0 petrol units and the 2.0 diesel complete the line-up. Most of these engines
are available with a choice of manual or auto-adaptive automatic with sequential gear change.

With the all important fleet manager in mind, Citroen has really targeted running costs with a
40% reduction over 100,000 miles compared with the Xantia. Petrol models now have a
service interval of 20,000 and the diesels 12,500 miles.


